m+plus project Latest Information
We provide you that m+plus projects has 7 hot and latest
information before reading white paper.
Please check it and take it into consideration for your invest.
１．We got an offer from 7 cryptocurrency exchange company
２．3 of them are one of the biggest exchange companies.
４．Malaysia’s one of the biggest retail company
join our projects.
５．Many Japanese company offer for us to make
OEM production with Halal certificate.
６．m+plus coin are used all the supplychain of the products
above projects.
７．Japanese legendary singer HYDE
will hold the concert in Malaysia.
And m+plus project will serve as
the main sponsor of the concert
to have m+plus widely known in
Malaysia and South East countries.

4 th April 2018
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EXEMPTION FROM RESPONSIBILITY
The main part of this work and all the information within are
not comprehensive and not exhaustive.
Also, this document does not serve as a contract between our
company and any potential buyer of tokens.
Medic Group, included in this white paper, regarding ICO,
anything related to ICO, etc. does not guarantee
the accuracy or the integrity of material posted here or
elsewhere. It will also not bear any legal responsibility.
The m+plus Token is a "Token" created based on the Ethernet
network. They are not intended to constitute securities in any
way, shape or form. Also, this white paper is not an invitation
to invest in government-issued currency of responsibility, socalled "money". m+plus Token cannot be purchased in
government issued currency.
Since some government agencies issue statements about ICO,
at the time of issue of this white paper, citizens, residents and
holders of Green Cards in the following countries are
prohibited from
participating in this ICO:
-The United States of America
(including all remote island regions)
-People's Republic of China ("China")
-(Including Isle of Man, Northern Ireland and the Channel
Islands) Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
United Kingdom ("UK")
-Singapore
-New Zealand
This white paper is not intended to give you advice. We also
do not recommend exchanging the Ethereum
you may have in your possession for m+ tokens. We ask only
those who understand the outline and vision of our
plan to exchange ETH for m+plus.
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CONFIRMATION OF IMPORTANT MATTERS
For those who invest in digital currencies, there is a slight risk
of theft, so the investor has to take responsibility
for themselves when in this sphere of activity.
We strongly urge you to invest only an amount of ETH that
you can afford to lose, and caution you in advance that
there is a possibility you may lose all of the ETH you have
invested.
We do not sell m+plus tokens to assure investment returns,
but rather are seeking to create an environment
where medical products can be safely traded with m+plus
tokens.
Please make your decision whether or not to do business with
us with this in mind.
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ABOUT ICO
ICO (Initial Coin Offering), is a method for procuring funds by
issuing and selling one's own digital tokens.
It is not a form of transferring equity like stock procurement,
but rather something like
crowdfunding, where you simply sell tokens. At the time of
this token sale, it is not recognized as "virtual currency".
In other words, strictly speaking, ICO is not a "fundraising"
method, but rather a "method of selling tokens".
On the purchasing side, those giving money to the project
would not be "investors," but rather "buyers of tokens".
At the present time, m+plus token cannot be used as
repayment of consideration for an unspecified person,
as there is no exchange market for legal currency, bitcoin, or
other existing virtual currency
(see article 2, paragraph 5, item 1 of the Settlement of
Capital Settlement Act), the above definition also
applies to this ICO project.
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ICO'S PURPOSE
With the supply chain, from procuring natural resources to the product
finding its way into the hands of the consumer,
production and distribution are all inevitably connected. Within this
globalized economic environment, when
this supply chain goes beyond countries' borders it can involve hundreds
of differents processes and dozens of
different countries.
Such types of borderless business dealings are currently being done, and
a big problem with them is having to constantly
go back and retroactively confirm and fix a multitude of problems.
In fact, for consumers and fellow buyers, a means of authenticating
whether or not what one has bought is the genuine
article has proven to be elusive. This results in widespread illegal activity
such as forgery and counterfeiting, and
furthermore it brings about an uncertainty in the product's origin.
When manufacturing things such as functional food and pharmaceuticals,
or other medical and high value products,
whether or not they are authentic is a great problem and can affect
one's life adversely.
Up until now ensuring accuracy has required a tremendous cost. In fact,
when we have exported our products abroad
in the past, we too have experienced our products being counterfeited in
certain markets.
In order to make sure that authentic products are shipped overseas, and
in order to verify the said distribution, an
enormous cost is necessary, and the result of this is reflected in the
price of the final product. Within such a system
only an expensive commodity can be delivered to the marketplace.
What can dramatically improve this situation is the use of the block
chain method. The block chain method
is represented by BitCoin, as a virtual currency's basic technology,
introduced in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto.
It was the origin of a new system.
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ICO'S PURPOSE
In this block chain "Distributed type ledger technology", as it is called,
business history is not manipulated, and
contents are not specified.
Bitcoin, from its start to the present, has not even once been
manipulated from outside forces,
the system has never been down, it is
highly tamper-resistant, and it stays sturdy and robust in any condition.
The birth of technology that produces reliable records is upon us.
Up until now it has been impossible to reliably track the supply chain.
But thanks to the block chain method
the process becomes more transparent and falsification of documents
becomes impossible.
From the block chain method, the supply chain has been opened,
efficiency has increased, and trust has increased as well.
According to an April 2016 study by the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and
Industry, in Japan alone,
market worth is estimated to be more than 32 trillion yen.
As for international dealings in medical products, a product's ability to be
traced and its reliability is ensured.
Whether or not the raw materials were authentic, whether or not the
place of manufacturing was a legitimate
factory, whether or not the distributor was actually certified, whether or
not the sales company actually sold
it appropriately, from the beginning to the end, the block chain system
makes sure that each step is
recorded and verified. It cannot be manipulated, but it can be inspected
and checked on.

In this way, making a supply chain with the emerging block chain
technology, we can construct an international
platform of medical products, and contribute to the enhancement of the
health of the world; this is the objective of ICO.
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TOKEN DEVELOPMENT AND THE USE OF SUPPLY CHAIN
In a complicated, complex, globally changing supply chain, a
variety of risks come to the surface.
For example, "Product quality," "Forgery/Counterfeiting,"
"Security/Customs", "Bribery and Corruption," "Water
resources
and chemical waste," "Workplace environment and labor
exploitation," "pollution," "environmental destruction,"
problems such as these.
Up until now, with the centralized supply chain management,
when dealing with the above problems,
effective countermeasures were inadequate, and this resulted
in an inadequate management of the supply chain.
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TOKEN DEVELOPMENT AND THE USE OF SUPPLY CHAIN

If one cannot manage the supply chain, the damage caused
by the shortcomings of just one
supplier can negatively affect one's reputation, and in turn
one's business, in the years to come.
For example, an apparel manufacturer in a developing country
might have a labor exploitation problem, and criticism
from the orderers might come flooding in, but because of the
complicated and international nature of the supply chain,
damage control would prove to be difficult.
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Blockchain system
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TOKEN DEVELOPMENT AND THE USE OF SUPPLY CHAIN
Also managing from a central server can be perpetually
troublesome. If that server stops functioning, if one thinks
about the effect that can have on the supply chain, a double
or even triple backup system might be necessary in order to
keep
a server operating. Lengthy, redundant processes are involved,
such as security strengthening and power supply stabilizing,
the cost of maintaining a system becomes enormous,
and that inevitably is reflected in the price of the product.
The block chain method, as mentioned above, protects the
business history with a dispersed secret code in order to
combat potential outside manipulation. If and when supply
chain problems arise, the
possibility of offering the proper solutions is high. We have
developed the m+plus token system with all this in mind.
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OVERVIEW OF THE MEDICAL GROUP

Medic Group, founded on November 17th, 2005, is a group of
companies engaged in consulting for anti-aging products
and medical care, and also deals with management and franchising
of beauty salons. Always aiming to be one step
ahead in customer satisfaction, since our founding we have steadily
expanded our business and made progress. Along the way,
we have responded to the times in medical and cosmetic fields for
many years.
Our concept is to always aim for the viewpoint of the consumer
(Customer Satisfaction is the Most Important Thing). While
keeping this in mind, we are going forward with new products,
production, and sales promotion activities.
To respond to changing social conditions and customer
consumption, besides traditional distribution routes we are
cultivating new sales channels and working on product
development.
Now, Medic Group is in the process of relocating its main office
facilities to Malaysia, as well as acquiring one of
the top five pharmaceutical companies in Malaysia; in doing so, we
are actively advancing into the pharmaceutical field.
What's more, we have acquired Halal certification. With one-fourth
of the world's population following the
Islamic faith, we can expand our sales channels in these markets
with our medical and cosmetic products.
What's more, with the funds raised from ICO, in order to
revolutionize the distribution of products, the supply chain will
utilize the block chain method, and this will create a de facto
standard for international transactions.
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OVERVIEW OF THE MEDICAL GROUP

Ten years of solid achievements and
Expanding profits through overseas
expansion

Since Medic Group has founded, our growth has steadily
continued, and in recent years from our overseas expansion
we have seen a significant increase in sales.
With ICO as the implementing entity, we here at Medic Group,
based on solid results in Japan and overseas, and also
because we know the distribution site, we can implement the
new supply chain with block chain technology.
The market size of the supply chain through the block chain
method is estimated by the Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry soon to grow worth more than 30 trillion
yen in the near future. As soon as possible, when we
construct a platform in the medical field, and it becomes the
de facto standard, we can further expand our achievements,
and return the profits to the token holders.
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PRODUCTS OF THE MEDICAL GROUP
Medic Group from the beginning has been striving to create
products that make its customers happy.
Main products have also obtained a manufacturing patent. We
are manufacturing in a unique way.
Also, we already have an overseas sales channel, and we plan
to continue expanding globally in the future.
Furthermore, we have a correspondence with a manufacturing
base in Malaysia which produces Halal certified products.
All over the world, one consumer in four follows the Islamic
faith, so we are developing business with a view to provide
appropriate quality products for these customers. This project
involves every step in the process, from production of raw
materials, to the manufacturing of medical products, to
international distribution, to finally sale to the consumer.
All of these groups will be involved together in the process.
Because it is a field where more reliable development can be
expected, and because a more reliable environment for
development and innovation can be constructed, we will be
pioneering development in the industry.

Silk Fibroin
Nano-level silk fibroin provides fat
absorption and other outstanding
benefits. Its ingredients promote
both health and beauty.
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THE MEDICAL GROUP's LATEST BUSINESS DEVELOPMENTS

1) Malaysia's pharmaceutical business
We are affiliated with one of the high level pharmaceutical
companies in the Malaysian domestic market.
What's more, Japanese brands will be introduced, and we are
aiming for sales with Malaysian companies to exceed 10 billion yen.

2) The Overseas Expansion of Silk Fibroin
We are further developing silk fibroin, a patented product,
overseas. we plan on expanding silk fibroin to countries
including Malaysia, India, Indonesia, South Korea, and China. We
have already been given permission to begin sales in
Malaysia, and sales outlets have already been determined.
3) Expanding Halal Certified products in the World
Currently 99% of our deliveries ordered by the government in the
pharmaceutical plants are products developed for those
in the Islamic market. We have acquired Halal certification, and
plan to export these products all over the world.
4) Super Placenta Medicine Authorization
We have been given permission by Malaysia to make super
placenta medicine, and with this approval we can enter the world
market with human placenta extract products, with potentially
spectacular results.
5)Blockchain supply chain management system development
Start R&D with Blockchain engineer to develop blockchain based
supply chain management.
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ROAD MAP (TO THE FUTURE!)

時期

内容

First half of
2018:

ICO (Presales) begins
Head office facilities transfer to Malaysia
Affiliation of major pharmaceutical company in Malaysia
Establishment of liaison office in Japan (April 9th)

Second half of
2018:

Block chain distribution platform development begins
Halal certified silk fibroin will be determined

First half of
2019:

Super placenta medicine approval
Block chain platform internal operations commence
China, Thailand, Taiwan, South Korea and others join the
distribution platform

Second Half of
2019:

Japan affiliates with other major pharmaceutical
companies by joining the platform
Product manufacturing acceptance of Halal certification to
Japanese companies
Product distribution to Islamic markets commences
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HOW THE CAPITAL IS USED

5%

5%

8%
40%

8%

14%

20%
platform development

Etherium reserve

business development dand R&D

Operations

Marketing

Legal affairs

Management cost

Regarding funds gathered from ICO sales, following the road map,
40% from the block platform goes to further development
of the international distribution platform. This occurs through
hiring recruitment, base development,
research development, and demonstration tests, among other
things.
Also, to prepare for the unforeseen circumstances, from total funds
we store 20% of ethereum. In addition, we
allocate appropriately for legal affairs relating to distribution of
international relations, marketing, and so forth,
and aim for realization of our original purpose.
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PRESALE AND TOKEN SALE OVERVIEW

20%

10%

50%

20%

ICO Sales

Medic Group ownership

Team ownership

Token for Development

TOKEN TOTAL ISSUE COUNT
3 billion MPL
TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
Token distribution, 50% ICO sales, 20% Medic Group ownership,
10% team ownership, 20% Tokens for supply chain development
use
TOKEN EXCHANGE RATE
1 ETH equals 10,000 MPLs (m+plus token)
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THE BENEFITS OF PEOPLE ORDERING IN BULK
Medic Silk Fibroin or Essence m+plus Super Stem Cells
(12,960 yen)
It can be purchased at the price listed below
(For those with more than 10,000 tokens)
Available for 10,000 yen
Other Medic Group products can be purchased for 20% off
(For those with more than 50,000 tokens)
Available for 9,000 yen
Other Medic Group products can be purchased for 25% off
(For those with more than 100,000 tokens)
Available for 8,000 yen
Other Medic Group products can be purchased for 30% off
(For those with more than 500,000 tokens)
Available for 7,000 yen
Other Medic Group products can be purchased for 35% off
(For those with more than 1,00,000 tokens)
Available for 6,000 yen
Other Medic Group products can be purchased for 40% off
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TOKEN SALE
Phase 1 of Token Sales starts from February 20th. Phase 1 ends
on April 30th, and after that Phase 2 and Phase 3 of
Token Sales will commence.
The exchange rate is 1 ETH for 10,000 MPLs. However, a
predetermined bonus is added for each period. For example, from
February 20th to February 28th, in addition to 1 ETH being equal
to 10,000 MPLs, a 100% bonus (in this case, 10,000 more MPLs)
will be added, so for 1 ETH, 20,000 MPLs will be sent.
Token Sales are mediated through a smart contract, ETH is
transferred to the specified contract address,
and tokens are distributed automatically.

期間

ボーナス

販売枚数

From 20th Feb.

100％

280 million tokens

From 17th March

80％

126 million tokens

From 2nd April

70％

119 million tokens

From 17th April

60％

112 million tokens
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OUR VISION
Truly for all the people of the world, we want to make their
outside and their inside forever young, beautiful,
heart-rich. For them to spend their lives like that, what is truly
necessary? The one
answer to this question is this: the distribution revolution through
block chain technology/the block chain method.
What are considered really good things? That which is just a
forged article, an imitation article or knock-off
is easy to encounter. What's more, there is no way for consumers
to verify the authenticity. As a result,
regular distribution is prevented from happening, to manage this
international transportation cost increases,
and for people of the world new technological innovations and
products cannot get through, cannot spread.
This becomes a problem.
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OUR VISION
If we make use of block chain method/technology in
management of medical products on an international business
platform,
things such as raw materials and factories are clearly shown
in the business history.
They can quickly and properly support and back proper
business dealings.
Many food makers and medicine makers do business dealings
on a platform, and around the world they truly have
wonderful
products that are sold at a fair, reliable price. If this can be
done well, all the people can receive this benefit.
We ourselves, from the Malaysian pharmaceutical business to
within Japan, and then to outside countries where the
distribution business continues, from production to
distribution to sales, can cover all groups of business.
The business system shows we can deal in medical products
internationally and establish a de facto standard,
committed to the happiness of the people of the world.

Medic Group CEO
Hirotsugu Tanaka
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m+TOKEN BASIC INFORMATION

Token name: m+plus
Token symbol: MPL
Total Issue Count: 3 billion MPLs
Token specification: ERC20 Compliance Ethereum Token
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Company name: Medic Group (Malaysian corporation)
CEO: Hirotsugu Tanaka
Head Office (Corporate Initiation Preparation Office)
A1-09-06, Arcoris Mont Kiara, No.10,
Jalan Kiara, 50480 Kuala LUMPUR Malaysia
Japan Liaison Office
150-0013
Tokyo to, Shibuya ku Ebisu 4-22-10 Yunizo ebisu 422 Building
9F
Ico Website
https://mplus-coin.com/
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CONTACT US

https://mplus-coin.com/
https://www.facebook.com/mpluscoin/

https://twitter.com/mplus_coin

info@mplus-coin.com

March 6th 2018
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